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Abstract
The number of fully online and hybrid (blended) courses in higher education has increased rapidly in recent years. One factor shown to influence effective online learning is the instructional design of such courses. Because continuous improvement in support of student learning is an important part of online education, many colleges and universities have adopted the Quality Matters (QM) program. QM is based on peer review of courses by faculty members who are trained and certified to assess the design of online courses. They provide feedback to instructors in the form of scores on a rubric and recommendations for change. Another approach to implementing QM standards might be to educate interested faculty members in the use of the rubric so they can review and improve their own courses. This research report summarizes a mixed-methods descriptive study focused on the experiences of faculty participants with different kinds of QM training, self-evaluation of a course, and updating of the course. Qualitative and quantitative data converge to support several main findings about using the QM rubric, identifying and making needed changes without help, wanting help from instructional designers with aspects of course improvement, and needing time in faculty workload to review and improve courses.
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Introduction
Comparison studies have long supported the view that students at a distance learn as well or better than those in the classroom (Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education Cooperative for Educational Technologies [WCET], 2010). The results of these studies are so consistent that Russell (2001) described it as the "no significant difference" phenomenon and provided a compendium of such studies that is still growing (WCET, 2010). One factor shown to influence effective online learning is the instructional design of such courses (Gunawardena et al., 2006; Wiesenberg & Stacey, 2005). The number of fully online and hybrid (blended) courses has increased rapidly in higher education. Because continuous improvement in support of student learning is an important part of online education, many
colleges and universities have adopted the Quality Matters (QM) program. This is a system of faculty peer review using a rubric to assess the instructional design of an online course. The reviews provide scores that reflect the extent to which a course meets the 40 standards and recommendations that instructors use to update course design. Courses can also be submitted to QM to achieve course certification, which is an indication of high-quality design supporting student learning.

In some cases, instructional designers become certified peer reviewers as well as holding an assistive role in the development of new online courses. Even this combination of faculty members and staff may not be sufficient to meet the needs of a university for QM course review. It has been observed that some faculty members who had been teaching online for a time were spontaneously identifying and incorporating QM strategies into existing courses before a review was done. In addition, a number of the QM standards are foundational education practices such as writing measurable learning objectives and linking the objectives to readings, assignments, and assessments of learning. Many faculty members are familiar with those practices. If faculty members understand some QM standards before review or training, perhaps another approach to spreading QM quality to online classes might be to educate interested faculty members in the use of the rubric so they could review and improve their own courses.

This study was based on the premise that faculty members can learn about the rubric, use it accurately to evaluate a course, and then update the course based on their findings to more closely meet the QM standards. The broad research problem was how to improve the quality of online courses offered by the university. While there were many aspects of that problem that could and should be studied, the design of this project was focused on the premise just mentioned. The following overall research question was identified: What are the experiences of and outcomes achieved by faculty members as they learn about the QM model through different kinds of training, and employ the rubric for self-evaluation and updating of an online course?

**Background**

**Quality Matters**

Quality Matters (QM) originated from a 2003 grant from the Fund for Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) and is a faculty-centered peer-review process designed to enhance the quality of online courses. Now a proprietary system, QM has generated widespread interest. Over 700 institutions have joined QM either as an individual subscriber or as part of a statewide consortium (see QM, 2013 for a list of subscribers). The organization has trained more than 23,000 faculty and instructional design staff (MarylandOnline, 2013a). The essence of QM is peer review of courses by faculty members who have been trained and certified by QM in the use of a research-based rubric that generates numerical scores and feedback comments for instructors. The 2008-2010 version was used in this study; the updated 2011-2013 version is available on the QM website (MarylandOnline, 2013b). The rubric consists of forty specific standards about aspects of course design distributed across eight general standards listed below in Table 1 (MarylandOnline, 2008). Each has a point value ranging from one to three. There are 17 “Essential” standards worth three points each, 11 “Very Important” standards worth two points, and 12 “Important” standards worth one point. To achieve certification, a course must earn a minimum of 72 points including all of the Essential standards. In addition, there are core standards in the rubric to highlight the concept of alignment, which means course objectives should drive the development of learning and assessment activities, and selection of course materials and course technology.

There are two approaches to using the QM program. Informal reviews can be done by one or more peer reviewers from the college or university. Formal or official QM review is carried out by a team of three reviewers that includes a content expert, at least one reviewer external to the instructor's school, and a reviewer serving as the team leader. Formal QM reviews are performed to determine if a course has met the criteria for certification, which provides recognition for the quality of an online course for a fee (then $150 USD). To provide consistency in terminology for the two kinds of reviews included in this study, “peer review” will refer to informal course reviews performed by a single certified peer reviewer from the university, and “QM review” will refer to formal course review by a QM team as described above.

**Literature Supporting Peer Review**

The employment of faculty peer review in education has long been valued. Cohen and McKeachie (1980) and Millis (2006) are examples of the many authors who have extolled the use of peer observation as a strategy to provide feedback to instructors so they can improve their teaching. Morehead and Shedd (1997) encouraged the incorporation of external reviewers. As online courses have proliferated, so has
attention to the quality and improvement of those courses. Nelson and Van Leeuwen (2008) and Gaytan and McEwen (2007) all supported peer review of online courses while Cobb, Billings, Mays, and Canty-Mitchell (2001) looked specifically at nursing courses. McNaught (2001) devised a systematic approach for peer review of online courses, as did Ross, Balzer, and Bennington (2002). This sort of effort continues with application to whole universities (Adams, Rust, & Brinthaupt, 2011) and specific departments such as nursing (Little, 2009).

Table 1. QM General Standards (2008 version)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Standard 1</td>
<td>Course Overview and Introduction</td>
<td>Offers ideas for conducting the initial course overview and introduction to welcome students in an online or hybrid environment. Courses following such suggestions should provide easy and consistent navigation in the website, and clear explanation to students about course structure and content.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Standard 2</td>
<td>Learning Objectives</td>
<td>One of the core standards in the rubric that includes some alignment related to course learning objectives. It is suggested that objectives should be written from the students' viewpoint so that they know clearly what they will be able to achieve in measurable and observable terms.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Standard 3</td>
<td>Assessment and Measurement</td>
<td>A core standard that addresses assessment of student learning and is related to learning objectives. It is suggested that all assessments should be aligned with course objectives and provide multiple opportunities for students to assess their own learning and gather feedback.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Standard 4</td>
<td>Resources and Materials</td>
<td>Related to course materials and resources to support course learning objectives. It is also one of the core standards addressing alignment. It is recommended that all materials should help students make meaningful connections with the goals they are able to achieve.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Standard 5</td>
<td>Learner Engagement</td>
<td>One of the core standards, which provides recommendations on the strategies of engaging students in an online and hybrid environment. The design and development of learning activities should support course and module level objectives. Activities help build the online learning community and help students become active learners.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Standard 6</td>
<td>Course Technology</td>
<td>Also a core standard that addresses the technology used in the course. Course technology should be current and support course objectives. Instructors need to carefully select course technology that helps students become active learners and provide instructions and access to the technology used.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Standard 7</td>
<td>Learner Support</td>
<td>Provides examples of academic and student services resources and support that students might need in the course including the library information, technical support for the Learning Management System, writing center, and other student services information including counseling unit, career center, and so on.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Standard 8</td>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Supports accessibility by incorporating ADA standards into the course. Instructors should not only provide ADA policies and describe the supports the campus has available to students, but also demonstrate practices in course design that make course materials available for learners having various needs (e.g., webpage design for impaired vision and hearing).</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Research Supporting Quality Matters

As the QM process was being developed and tested, Legon (2006) compared the QM rubric to existing accreditation standards, finding good correspondence between them. Recent studies report testing the use of the QM rubric with positive results (Little, 2009; Puzziferro & Shelton, 2009). An update of the research base for the current rubric has been posted (MarylandOnline, 2013b). The literature strongly supports the basic premises of the QM program: research-based standards presented in rubric form, course review by knowledgeable peers, inclusion of external reviewers, a systematic process for course assessment, and provision of feedback to the instructors whose courses are being reviewed.

Method

This was a mixed-methods descriptive study about the experiences of faculty participants with training in the use of the QM rubric, reviewing an online course, and updating the course. This design was chosen because two main categories of data were needed to answer the research question: qualitative data in the form of comments from participants about the processes of training, reviewing, and updating, and quantitative data about the outcomes of faculty efforts in the form of three sets of rubric results for each course. Both sets of data were collected concurrently then used to develop the interpretation of the results in what Creswell and Plano Clark (2010) describe as a concurrent parallel design. A mixed-methods approach accommodates this variety of data and analysis, and provides a more complete explanation of a phenomenon than a single source of data.

Purposive selection of participants was employed to find faculty members who had at least two years of experience teaching online and no experience with QM training. Each was to have a course available that had been offered online at least twice and was not designed using QM principles. After providing consent to participate, faculty volunteers completed a short informational survey. Assignment to one of the three kinds of QM training was based on participants’ preferences in combination with available places to create balanced groups.

In order to explore several approaches to faculty training about the use of the QM rubric, three kinds of training were provided: self, short, and long. All participants received the same materials: QM overview and rubric, information on standards alignment, guidance for providing feedback, and the QM Master Review Chart. Self-training participants read through the materials on their own. Short and long training groups shared a three-hour face-to-face meeting to learn about QM, practice assessing selected standards from the rubric, and complete an exercise about the alignment of learning activities and assessments with course and unit objectives. Long training built upon short training by adding three more hours of face-to-face practice. Both of those training sessions were taught by a QM staff expert who was not otherwise involved in the study. None of the groups was offered asynchronous discussion as part of their training to facilitate learning or answer questions since the focus of the study was independent use of the QM rubric after training. The expectation of the participants was to listen and learn during the training, participate in the practice exercises, and ask questions until each felt comfortable using the QM rubric. There was no particular assessment employed to evaluate the level of competency that may have been achieved during the training sessions, nor was previous knowledge of strategies that appear in the rubric assessed.

After training was completed, participants evaluated their own courses using the QM rubric then received peer-review feedback. The participants then made improvements in their courses without help from instructional designers. The revised courses were submitted for official QM review. After the study ended, additional assistance was made available to participants who wanted to continue to improve their courses to attain certification.

Comments about the faculty participants’ experiences were solicited at each step of the study to provide qualitative data; recommendations from course reviews were also part of the qualitative data, but content analysis of the recommendations was not completed when it became apparent that the structure of the rubric made the comments very similar for each standard. The scores from rubrics prepared by participants, peer reviewers, and QM review teams provided numerical data for analysis with descriptive statistics; the small sample prevented more powerful statistical analysis. The informational survey provided demographic data for description.
Results

Initial Survey: Participant and Course Data

Six faculty volunteers made up the final sample, with two each in the self, short, and long training groups. Four of the six were from Nursing and one each were from Art and Theatre. There was one male and five females; ages were evenly divided between 30s and 50/60s with a mean of 43. Years teaching online ranged from one to 10 years with only one above five years; the mean was 5.4 years and 3.4 years if the most experienced instructor was omitted.

The courses that were reviewed included one junior level and three senior level courses from Nursing and two at the freshman level from Art and Theatre. Courses were chosen by participants for review because they were part of the instructors’ assignments and/or needed to be updated. Five of the courses were three-credit, fully online courses that correspond to didactic courses on-campus. The sixth was a hybrid course representing one component of a 10-credit clinical nursing course.

Looking at the Experiences of Participants

The faculty participants were asked to reflect on their experiences and share their comments several times: after their QM training, after self-evaluation of their courses, after receiving peer-review feedback, after updating their courses, and at the end of the study after receiving the official QM review. Rather than holding face-to-face focus groups, which were perceived as onerous, online discussion forums were set up so participants could asynchronously develop discussions about their experiences with others who had the same kind of training; several questions were posed in each forum. In reality, the participants were not able to comment at these exact points in time, and most caught up after completing one or more of the next steps in the process.

- After the QM training: The participants all indicated that they had a good experience with their particular kind of training:

  "My experience with the self-training process was good. The rubric and expectations were direct and concise. I felt I could adequately assess my course through the established criteria." (self-training)

  "I enjoyed the short instruction process ... I appreciated the consideration of our time limitations and the amount of time for the initial training was about right." (short training)

  "I found the training very informative. Since I had only taught one online course prior to participating in the training, it was very helpful for me. [There were] lots of things that I had not thought of related to online course set up." (long training)

The facilitator and the handouts were considered strengths of the training:

  "The materials that they gave [us] were excellent resources to refer to during the review process." (short training)

  "I believe I was prepared to do the self-review of my course. I referred to the training manual standards and annotations a lot during the review – found the information in the annotations very helpful as I worked on each standard." (long training)

Over half of the participants mentioned that practicing the assessment of QM standards on their own courses would be a valuable addition to the training sessions:

  "I would have liked to have had the opportunity to walk through some of the questions specific to my courses with one of the instructors." (short training)

  "I think the training would have meant more to me or been more applicable if I had to review my own course while doing the training. It would have solidified the concepts from my own point of view (my own course) first and then I could apply what I learned." (long training)
In addition, half the participants noted there was a lack of time to "review and internalize the training information after the training" due to "other things occurring":

"My own personal limitation was just time to spend on the project and the mental energy in addition to the other things going on simultaneously during the training time period." (long training)

• After self-review. Participants all agreed that applying the rubric to their own courses was not difficult:

"It was easy to see the flaws in my own course."

"I found that a lot of the standards were not met in my course and this was fairly easy to determine."

"It was better to review my own course as I knew where things were and were supposed to be. It was a bit harder to be more objective."

Quantitative data supported this perspective that the rubric was easy to use. Five of the six participants agreed with certified peer reviewers the majority of the time about which standards were present and absent in their courses (range of 60.0% to 72.5% agreement).

Finally, lack of time was mentioned by everyone who commented in this forum:

"I think I sort of rushed through the review."

"The challenge was having enough time to really critically look at the course shell."

"Time is an element as well – I think I probably rushed a bit more reviewing my own course."

• After receiving peer feedback. Participants indicated that the detailed, comprehensive comments were carefully done, helpful, and thought provoking:

"The peer reviewers’ comments reflected a conscientious examination of my course. I was pleased with the level of detail provided, and felt that the course was justly examined. The comments acknowledged strengths as well as areas which required further clarification."

"Peer reviewers’ comments were helpful, comprehensive. Suggested things that I did not think of."

"It was helpful for the peer reviewer to make specific comments."

"I felt like the peer reviewer took time to look at my course and was serious about providing some sound feedback."

While the majority of participants observed similarities between their self-review and the peer review, all mentioned noting differences in the way peer reviewers scored their courses on various standards, mostly somewhat lower. Accepting that kind of feedback was a challenge. Overall, participants found the experience of peer review to be positive:

"It is difficult for me to be objective with my own course because I am so close to the content."

"It was immensely helpful to have another instructor examine the course for items that perhaps I thought were there, but perhaps [were] not as clear or well defined as they could be."

"Some people are just more lenient on grading and giving the 'benefit of the doubt' while others are much more strict. This is where I saw a lot of variability in how courses were scored."

"I was really quite offended when my peer reviewer gave my course such a poor score. But ... after further review and reading her comments, I saw that she was really right about all the QM points. It was her extensive comments that made the changes a bit
easier, although it was actually quite a painful process changing everything to meet the standards."

• After updating their courses. Participants employed a few other resources to help make changes in addition to the self and peer reviews and QM materials. Having been instructed not to consult the instructional designers that are available for course development, none of the participants did that, but two did consult colleagues, especially to coordinate with other sections of their course. Student feedback was mentioned by two other participants:

"I collaborated with another faculty member who is teaching another section of the course. We wanted to have the two sections offered in a similar fashion (assignments, content, etc.) so we worked together on the updates."

"I predominately used the self and peer review to update the course. I did consult one of my colleagues regarding my unit and course objectives before I submitted the final changes."

"I used primarily self and peer review comments along with the QM materials that were provided ... I really did rely on the materials and the rubric provided more than anything."

Two participants decided to retain some aspects of the course that the peer reviewer had indicated should be changed; overall, participants’ responses to the process of updating their courses were positive. Time to do the work was a common problem for participants:

"The reviewer felt that there were too many unit objectives ... I disagreed and did not remove or change any of the unit objectives."

"I had already identified all the areas that needed to be changed so the peer review just validated what I had already discovered/decided to change."

"After I started implementing all of the suggested changes I began to realize how valuable the process of updating or implementing QM concepts will be to my students, and that is my main goal – to have the online experience a great one for students that has as little confusion as possible."

"I found it difficult to find time to do this until the end of the semester as I prepare for the next semester. Time is the biggest issue."

"Time consuming but necessary! Through the process, I found ways that I could enhance the curriculum of the course and took time to review learning activities and assignments and tweak them to make the online learning experience more enjoyable."

"The process was fairly time consuming, but it has been a positive learning experience, and I now have a better sense for how I can improve the other courses I teach online."

• After receiving feedback from the review team. Participants noted that some of the suggestions made by the QM reviewers were similar to those of the peer reviewers and some related to aspects of the course that had not been mentioned before:

"The comments seemed to be different in many ways, which is why the course still did not pass the final review. I revised the course per my peer reviewer's comments and still did not pass the QM master review."

"It seemed that the external reviewers did not really understand clinical courses (the content expert did). So some of the comments from the external reviewers seem to be due to a lack of understanding of clinical rather than the set up of the course."

"Yes, there were suggestions that were new. In particular, related to using color. I use a lot of color and it was suggested that I use black print throughout (or a different color) consistently and use color 'to mean something' ... I have heard the opposite at a conference. I will examine this more closely. I realize it is perhaps a minor issue and it interests me (theoretically)."
Finally, several participants said that the official QM review had been a positive experience, while two participants felt that the feedback from QM reviewers was less supportive and more critical in tone than the peer reviewers' comments:

"I absolutely loved it! I would have liked more time to discuss this and learn. The feedback was valuable. More importantly, the process encouraged me to review and critique my own online courses."

"In the final review of my course, the external reviewer was quite critical, using the kind of terminology that I was told not to use."

"I think that working with seasoned educators, the QM staff/reviewers need to be very delicate in their suggestions ... maybe find some way to comment on how far the course has come and give the faculty some credit for the time and extensive efforts they have put into improving their courses instead of just providing criticism."

- At the end of the study. Faculty volunteers were asked about the experience of participating in the study. There were no comments from the self-training group. Those in the short training group indicated that they thought that their kind of QM training was adequate preparation for self-review while those in the long training group mentioned that additional practice would be helpful:

"Yes [the kind of training] was appropriate. It gave me an opportunity to review the standards with others. Then apply it and finally revise according to the guidelines." (short training)

"I believe the training was good, I think I just need more practice in looking at a variety of courses and how they meet or do not meet the standards." (long training)

"Even though I had the long training, I think that I could have had more education (even though I didn't have the time). The reviewers found things that I didn't, which speaks to my lack of ability to review effectively ... however, it may come with more exposure to the guidelines as well."

In relation to making the needed changes in their courses, those in the short training group felt confident in their ability, while those in the long training group were less sure of their ability to make changes after having received what they perceived to be critical reviews from the QM teams:

"I feel I have the ability to take my other online courses and update them to meet QM standards. I do not feel that I need any additional training."

"Not sure – I think I can make the changes but not sure they will be adequate for the QM review unless the reviewers have a better understanding of clinical courses."

"I think I would be able to make changes in another course, but in my own I wasn't very proficient per my peer reviewers comments after I thought I had fixed things."

A seventh instructor who dropped out part way cited the need for help making changes, which was not built into the study:

"The short training process was very useful. However, it would have been much more beneficial to then work on my learning objectives with expert assistance. I was able to do the self-review without problem. Correcting the issues I discovered presented a problem in the assessment development."

Those in the self-training group sought help from instructional designers after participation in the study was complete. It is not known whether these instructors requested help with essential standards or less important ones; there were scattered scores of zero for all three kinds of standards on their rubric results.

The quantitative data showed that five of the six participants had improved aspects of their courses as reflected in higher scores on the QM team rubric than had been received on the peer-review rubric. The increases ranged from 10.6% (on the course that scored highest on peer review and had little to improve) to 60.0% (on the course with the lowest score on peer review, the most to improve, and the most actual improvement, achieving certification).
Overall, participants were glad to have been in the study but found it difficult to complete the needed activities:

"I have found this experience extremely valuable. The biggest problem (challenge) was time to work on the course ... It worked best for me to do the revisions when I could apply the revisions to something I needed to do. As I prepared for the 'next' course, I was able to spend the necessary time mak[ing] revisions."

"If I had more time, I probably could have done a better job in updating the course ... However, I did learn a lot and believe that the course is much better put together than it was prior to this experience."

"I found that I was always behind in terms of the deadlines and the entire process took a lot more time than I anticipated. If I had more time, I probably could have done a better job in updating the course."

Participants had a few final suggestions to make related to the QM peer-review process:

"The biggest help was having someone to talk with after the review. More of this would be great!"

"A blog or focus group would be a great way to offer support and guidance to each other re: online education. This would be helpful to me since most of what I do (and like) is online teaching."

"I personally would like to see a consideration for enrollment when evaluating the delivery of course materials within the rubric ... [I teach two sections with 60+ students every semester]. The numbers affect 'how' I manage certain aspects of the course, but this did not seem to be a consideration in the review."

Participants also offered comments that captured the overall benefits of peer review for the sake of improving their online courses:

"This study allowed me ... to see the flaws in my course and enhance the educational experience for my students."

"I liked the process and found it extremely helpful. It pushed me to try to raise my standards."

"The QM process supports good pedagogy, and that is truly the aim!"

"The process was fairly time-consuming but it has been a positive learning experience, and I now have a better sense for how I can improve the other courses I teach online."

**Looking at Self, Peer, and QM Reviews**

- **Differences associated with length of training.** In order to assess for differences among results of course reviews performed by participants who experienced varied kinds of training, participant and peer review scores and recommendations for each course were examined. The degree of similarity between scores and recommendations from a participant and a peer reviewer as they evaluated the same course was interpreted to reflect knowledge gained by the participant through their training in the use of the QM rubric. The percentage of agreement between instructor and peer reviewer on the presence or absence of standards was calculated and averaged for each pair of participants, thus representing the three kinds of training. Differences might be related to training, previous experience teaching online, or other factors; the sample was too small for statistical analysis so simple description is provided. There was a difference between the scores of faculty participants in the self-training and long training groups that trended in the direction of increased agreement being associated with longer training (Table 2). Scores from self-training participants were the same as those of their peer reviewers on 60.0% and 62.5% of the 40 standards for a mean of 61.3%. Scores from long training participants agreed with those of their peer reviewers on 67.5% and 72.5% of the 40 standards for a mean of 70.0%. The scores from short-training participants were quite disparate, containing both the lowest and one of the highest rates of agreement on QM rubric scores. The mean did not fall between the means of the self and long training groups (72.5% and 33.3% agreement for a mean of 52.9%).
Except for the one low percentage of agreement (33.3%), the others all ranged from 60.0% to 72.5%. If the assumptions made regarding interpretation of the data are correct, some kind of training about the QM rubric may have enabled most faculty members to judge accurately roughly two thirds of the 40 standards.

Table 2. Comparison of self and peer scoring of QM rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Percentage match of self and peer review scores</th>
<th>Mean percentage match per training group</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 – self-training</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>61.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – self-training</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – short training</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>Most experienced online instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – short training</td>
<td>33.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td>Least experienced online instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – long training</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – long training</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Due to the small sample, information matching participants and their courses cannot be shared in detail because it could reveal participant identity.

It is interesting that comments from the participants did not reflect a universal feeling of confidence that they were able to accurately use the rubric, though numerical evidence of what might be an effect of more time in training suggests that the long training group was more accurate than the other two. Those in the long training group indicated that they wanted more practice (e.g., "I believe the training was good, I think I just need more practice in looking at a variety of courses and how they meet or do not meet the standards."). Short training participants did not hesitate about their skill (e.g., "I feel I would have met standards had I not had the peer review or the final course review as no major changes were made based on the feedback given in these."). Self-review participants did not respond in this discussion forum about adequacy of training for reviewing their courses.

Another characteristic of the data was the difference between actual scores assigned by self and peer reviewers. In five of six cases, the self-review scores were higher than the peer-review scores. The differences ranged from 13 to 38 fewer points (15.3% to 44.7%), and there was no apparent pattern related to length of training.

The data were also examined for patterns related to specific standards receiving scores of zero, indicating that changes need to be made in the course. None of the 40 standards stood out as more frequently receiving zeros than others, and only category #6 on Course Technology had zeros more than a third of the time (four of six courses). Of the seven standards in #6, two had zeros in half the courses (6.2 – Tools and media support engagement and guide student to be an active learner, and 6.7 – Course design takes full advantage of available media) and one had zeros in two thirds of the courses (6.4 – Students have ready access to technologies required in the course). One of the participants commented several times in discussions that course technology was an area about which more information needed to be shared in the training session. No pattern related to length of training, experience teaching online, or other characteristics was observed in the scoring of QM rubrics.

Agreement on recommendations written by faculty participants and peer reviewers was also examined. When a score of zero is assigned, QM training encourages reviewers to write supportive comments about how an instructor has partially met the standard and to provide suggestions for implementing improvements. There was no pattern observed related to length of training. For four of the six courses, peer reviewers wrote more recommendations than the participants did as part of self-review.

- Faculty ability to incorporate suggested changes. In order to assess the ability of faculty participants to take the results of self and peer reviews and improve their online courses without additional training or help with instructional design, the scores and recommendations from peer reviews and official QM reviews were examined for differences. An increase in scores from peer review to QM review was interpreted to reflect successful course improvement (Table 3).
was an increase in scores for five of the six courses, ranging from 10.6% to 67.5% of the 40 standards, and five of the six achieved the necessary score of 72 points or more for course certification. One of those five met the other criterion of exhibiting the presence of all of the three-point Essential standards and qualified for certification during the study, while the other four courses needed only one to three standards to be updated further (which was accomplished after the study). There was no observable pattern associated with length of training. The only course that showed a decrease in scores from peer to QM review was the hybrid clinical course. Scores and recommendations from two of the QM reviewers may have reflected an unfortunate characteristic of the rubric: there is no flexibility in judging the need to include all the standards, so all courses are expected to have components that fit a traditional three-credit content-based course. A course that is different thus earns scores of zero even though absence of certain standards would be the appropriate condition from the instructor’s viewpoint. For example, there is no content presented in this online part of the clinical course, so weekly readings and related objectives would not be expected.

Table 3. Improvement in rubric scores after course revision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Percentage increase in score from peer to QM review</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 – self-training</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – self-training</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – short training</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>Highest score at first, less to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – short training</td>
<td>67.0%</td>
<td>Big change, achieved QM certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – long training</td>
<td>-15.3% (decrease)</td>
<td>Atypical, hybrid clinical course; did not fit rubric well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – long training</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another characteristic of the data that was examined was zero scores given by peer and QM reviewers. Three combinations were of interest: zero to full points, zero to zero points, and full to zero points. The case of a standard receiving zero points upon peer review then full points upon QM review was interpreted to mean that the course had been improved sufficiently to meet the standard. This was the desired outcome, and in five of six courses this was the most common situation that involved scores of zero (32% to 89% of the standards moved from zero to full points in various courses). The second situation involved zero scores assigned by both peer and QM reviewers and was interpreted to mean that the participant either did not make sufficient changes, decided not to make the suggested changes, or experienced the results of a disagreement in the assessments of peer and QM reviewers. Most standards did not have repeated zeros; four courses had only one to three of the eight standards with repeated zeros. The third situation was a change from full points given by the peer reviewer to zero points from the QM team. This situation was interpreted to mean that the participant either made changes that impaired meeting the standard or experienced the results of disagreement in the assessments of peer and QM reviewers. Again, four courses had only one to three standards in the full to zero points situation. There was no observable pattern that corresponded to length of training.

Discussion

Using the Rubric and Updating Courses

Agreement between participants and their peer reviewers on scores from the QM rubric was interpreted to mean that the faculty participants had learned to use the rubric accurately. There was a difference between groups – a positive trend toward more agreement as participants had more training time – but statistical testing was not possible. Comments from participants indicated that confidence in their ability to accurately use the rubric for course evaluation did not match the trend in scores. Perhaps the long training, which involved three more hours of practice time, made the participants more aware of how judgments are made when using the rubric, or perhaps the critical tone of feedback from some QM reviewers caused participants to doubt their ability to use the rubric. Nevertheless, with some kind of training, participants were able to agree with certified peer reviewers on the status of roughly two thirds of the standards in their courses.
If the suggested underlying pattern of a positive relationship between length of training and ability to accurately self-review courses proves reliable upon further research, it appears that self-training (61.3% agreement) is nearly as good as long training (70.0% agreement) in terms of helping faculty members learn to assess their courses for the meeting of QM standards. The issue will be what degree of accuracy in online course review fits with a given school’s goals for participating in the QM program. If each course is going to be improved until it can achieve course certification, some kind of universal training for online faculty members might be a basic first step in that process, followed by peer course review and assistance to meet sufficient standards. If a broad, voluntary approach to faculty development related to improvement of online courses is chosen, without a push for course certification, some kind of faculty training might be made available to facilitate online course improvement in a general way, with expert assistance available for faculty who might seek it. Assisting instructors to learn enough to accurately identify the presence of roughly two thirds of the 40 standards is a good place to begin in either case.

Some instructors may already know enough about educational principles and good online practices to take advantage of minimalist training approaches such as the self-training used in this study. Other instructors have more need for classes and additional expert assistance. Perhaps a screening test could be developed so faculty members can be guided to training options, which will help use everyone’s time and resources efficiently.

The difference between self and peer scores, for which most of the self-review scores were higher than peer review scores, is perhaps related to the spontaneous comments of the majority of the participants about the “natural leniency” of some reviewers. One participant attributed this to personality – having or not having the tendency to “give people the benefit of the doubt.” The QM experts associated with the study team thought this was more likely to be related to beginning development of an ability to estimate the 85% level of presence that is to be identified when assessing a given standard. The importance of the higher self-review scores is that instructors could think they have met more standards than a certified reviewer would identify, and would not necessarily continue to improve those standards they thought they had met, when in reality there is more improvement needed than they realize. If the figures of 61.3% for self-training and 70.0% for long training are found to be reliable, there is a gap of 30% to 40% in the rate of identification of needed changes by instructors versus peer reviewers. Depending on the approach of the school to the use of QM, that could pose a significant and unacceptable difference.

Related to differences in the written recommendations generated by course reviews, the peer reviewers demonstrated that they were more likely to provide recommendations than the participants themselves. Since all of the local peer reviewers had completed several levels of QM training in order to become certified reviewers, it makes sense that they understood and took seriously their responsibility to write comments. The participants’ training options had not covered this aspect to the same degree, and it may have felt awkward to write recommendations to one’s self, as their course self-evaluations would have them do.

As to participants’ ability to improve online courses, an increase in scores from peer review to QM review was present and was interpreted to reflect successful efforts to update their courses. There was an increase in total scores for five of the six courses, ranging from 10.6% of the 40 standards (this course had the highest score upon initial peer review so there was less to change) to 67.5% (this course had the lowest score so it had the most to change, which was done, and certification was achieved). It was apparent that most instructors could accomplish a good deal on their own but at one point or another, in discussions or informally, all of the participants inquired about getting some help with some parts of their courses that needed improvement. They were asked to wait until after they completed the study, and several participants did access help at that point. This finding supports the need for resource people to be available for faculty as they work on the instructional design of their courses. The help of instructional designers is better utilized now than in the past, but it would not be surprising if many faculty members still see the design and updating of their online courses to be their responsibility exclusively. Effecting change in faculty culture takes time and effort, though the outcome of improved course design that supports student learning online would be a worthwhile result. Funding is a variable that intersects with faculty ability to access help with instructional design. The issue of finding or creating financial resources to provide instructional designers and other sorts of personnel needed to support online programs is an increasingly serious and difficult one in higher education. Determining cost effective and instructionally efficient faculty training methods will be important as part of managing the financial aspects of faculty development.
There was notable variation between peer reviewers in the number and length of the supportive comments and suggestions for improvement that they provided as part of the recommendations after course review. Both extremes – few or no comments vs. extensive, detailed comments – have drawbacks. If assigning a zero for a given standard, reviewers are obligated to provide information to guide the instructor. Too many suggestions can be perceived as controlling, and referring to other courses was not welcomed. There was also variation in the assessment of particular standards, leading to zero scores upon which the peer and QM reviewers disagreed. The QM expert on our study team noted that the potential for disagreement between reviewers is one reason for having three reviewers on an official team, to "break a tie." Being on the receiving end of inconsistent evaluations in the official QM reviews was difficult for participants since they had based course improvements on peer reviews which then weren't sufficient for the QM reviews.

Comments from Participants

Several themes were clearly evident. First, the whole process of QM course review and revision was valuable to faculty members. It supported their personal goals for improving the educational experiences of their online students. Participants found the QM materials helpful, the training sessions useful, and the peer and QM comments detailed and instructive. They had several suggestions for improvement of the process such as incorporating faculty members’ own courses into training sessions, developing flexibility in expectations related to the demands of course enrollment, and maintaining a positive tone when providing feedback as a peer reviewer. These strong statements in favor of a process to assist faculty members in improving their online courses for the sake of their students is important; this finding provides support for continued efforts by faculty and school administration to meet this goal.

Second, the overriding challenge for participants related to both participating in the study and attempting to improve their online courses using the QM program was finding the time to work on them given faculty workload, personal responsibilities, and life events. While by no means new, the issue of limited faculty time clearly makes it difficult to accomplish the sort of in-depth course review and revision that is periodically necessary. Suggestions from participants for dealing with that issue included timing course improvement efforts to occur when faculty would be updating courses for the next term and providing online blogs or discussions to support faculty asynchronously. Participants did not suggest that course review should be handed over to anyone else to do; faculty ownership for quality and updating of courses was strong among these faculty members.

Third, several participants mentioned the need for face-to-face help from colleagues and instructional designers, and indeed sought that out. Although there has been some change in recent years in terms of helping new faculty members learn best practices as they begin their teaching careers, it remains likely that most faculty members in higher education do not have much preparation for teaching in their disciplines. On-the-job training can work well, but faculty members must somehow make time to pay attention to information about selecting content, writing objectives, aligning them with readings, managing discussions, designing other learning exercises, and devising assessments, as well as understanding the technical aspects and other principles related more specifically to online learning. Even experienced educators may struggle with all of this when designing or updating a course, so there is a valuable and necessary place in each academic institution for specialists in instructional design. The implication of this finding for administrators is to keep searching for ways to provide faculty development and staff support related to online course improvement. Clearly there was a need to have experts available to help when instructors got stuck in their efforts to understand and work to improve a given standard.

Limitations and Recommendations

There were several limitations related to this study. The small number of faculty participants, differences in their rate of progress through the stages of the study, and lack of time for the study activities hampered full participation in the asynchronous discussions and rushed self-evaluation of online courses. Despite these challenges, saturation of qualitative data was noted.

The major limitation of this study relates to how to use the findings given its small sample and use of simple descriptive statistics. The results should not be generalized but can be considered in light of local conditions in other educational institutional settings and used as a starting point for discussions about the need for instructional design support for faculty and the goals for implementing QM or another approach for improvement of online course quality.
While it would be possible for the study to be replicated, perhaps a better recommendation for future research would be the design of a mixed-methods multi-site project based on the descriptions generated by this study. One could find a set of educational institutions that are interested in trying the self-training approach to faculty development and improvement of online courses. A longitudinal research project could follow that process in multiple locations, studying and comparing the experience of faculty members, testing knowledge acquisition about use of the rubric, and examining the kinds of course changes and associated student performance that result. In contrast, it might be possible to find schools interested in supporting faculty development and improvement of online courses leading toward universal QM course certification. Tracking expenditures and testing for improved satisfaction and enhanced academic performance of students in the included courses would be valuable parts of such studies.

There are several other variables that are part of this complex situation and could be studied. Examples are faculty culture, faculty motivation to update courses, and current skills of faculty members for instructional design work such as that done in this study. Another approach is strictly financial: analyze costs related to the time spent by faculty members on course review and improvement compared with predicted costs for turning that activity mostly or entirely over to instructional designers.

If subsequent research supports the observation from this study that a self-study or shortened format for QM training provides sufficient faculty learning related to use of the rubric, a source of savings in time and costs for both faculty and educational support services staff has been identified.

Conclusion

The main findings of this study are as follows:

1) Short-duration training (none to six hours of class) allowed online instructors to learn to use the QM rubric accurately enough to match about two thirds of the scoring of certified peer reviewers;
2) Instructors used the results of self and peer reviews to update many aspects of their online courses without additional help from instructional designers or other experts;
3) Instructors reported they needed to have access to instructional designers or other experts for help with some aspects of their courses that did not meet the standards;
4) Instructors reported they were eager to learn how to improve the design of their online courses for the sake of student learning experiences;
5) Instructors reported that heavy workloads made it difficult to find time for course evaluation and revision;
6) Challenges inherent in the process for QM scoring and writing recommendations may influence instructors' perception of receiving fair and respectful feedback.

The main recommendation from this study is that faculty open a discussion in their departments or schools about how to improve the instructional design of their online courses. The following questions should be asked:

- What kind of system or standards should be used?
- Who should be responsible for organizing and carrying out the reviews?
- Who should be responsible for implementing needed course changes?
- How often should course review be completed?
- What kind of faculty and staff training would be necessary and sufficient?
- What other kinds of support would best achieve the goal of improved student learning (instructional designers in particular)?
- What combination of the factors above would be financially feasible?
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